Leading the way in quality installations of
resin bound/bonded surfacing

Quality Resin Driveways & Resin Surfaces
www.yorkshire-resin-company.co.uk

Call Today on 0113 272 1030 / 0113 253 1944 for Your Free Quotation & Site Survey.

Welcome to The Yorkshire Resin Company
Our methodical and professional approach to design, installation
and after-care ensures a consistent, quality service which is
what sets us apart from the competition. The Yorkshire Resin
Company consist of a team of consummate professionals, and our
meticulous attention to detail and quality are second to none. We
pride ourselves on great service at a fair price.
All our installations are carried out to the manufacturer’s
specification ensuring the same level of service and quality control
is always met. We offer the full service from design to installation
to after-care and maintenance.”

“ At The Yorkshire Resin Company
we are leading the way and setting
the benchmark in both domestic and
commercial resin bound and bonded
installations. ”
Call us on 0113 272 1030 / 0113 253 1944 to talk to one of our
team of experts, and arrange a free Quotation and Site Survey.
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Industry Accreditations

A123665

“ Our aim at The Yorkshire Resin Company is to give
all our customers a hassle-free service, served on time
and on budget.
We strive for excellence in everything we do & will
leave no stone unturned in achieving a no less than
perfect end result. ”
Andrew Firth · Director
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How We Work
Free Quote & Site Survey - Free site survey and no obligation quotation. We listen
to your requirements and make suggestions to help you decide on the basic layout
which we can base our quotation on. Once agreed we will measure the area taking
all the factors into account - ie, groundworks / blocks / drainage and supply you
with a fully itemised quotation which we will run through with you and answer
any questions you may have. If you accept our quotation we will visit you for a
second time. We will discuss the layout and line mark the area and photograph
/ document the work. This allows us to produce a detailed “Job Pack” which is
produced in hard copy for the lads on site to work from and is kept on our live
system so can be accessed anytime from anywhere. The Job Pack contains all the
information and checklists for your specific job.
Groundworks - On the agreed date groundworks begin. The groundworks team
leader will meet with you and discuss the job in hand and go through the “Job
Pack” and advise you on the order of work and timescales. The Job Pack contains
the job requirements and specification which are ticked and signed off by the team
leader at each stage of work being completed.
Power Clean & Preparation of Existing Surfaces - When laying resin over an
existing surface, preparation is key to a permanent and quality finish. At The
Yorkshire Resin Company we have a dedicated prep and maintenance team called
Power Clean who not only meticulously clean the surface with a 2 x 250 bar
pressure flat surface cleaners but also identify any areas that need remedial work.
Once the existing surfaces are cleaned and repaired, they are primed with a resin
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primer. This further protects the surface and gives the resin system maximum
adhesion to the existing surface.
Laying the Resin - Once all remedial and groundworks are complete you now
have the perfect sub-base all laid and prepared in accordance with Ferfa and
manufactures specifications its time for our dedicated resin layers to expertly
finish your driveway. On arrival the resin team leader will check colours and
amounts are correct and discuss order of work and timescales with the customer.
He will then double check preparation works and complete and sign a before
resin check list in the “Job Pack”. The resin and aggregates are then mixed
together at the correct ratios in a specialized forced action mixer and are applied
over the prepared surface at the required depth continuously from start to finish
for a seamless finish. As the resin is laid it is finished with dusting of fine glass
particles which sets into the curing surface. This gives extra grip when wet. Once
the resin is laid the area is barred off and left to set. After 4 - 6 hours you can walk
on your beautiful new resin bound driveway. However it will be 24hrs before its
ready for vehicles.
Job Finished - When your resin surface is complete and you are 100% happy,
you will receive your invoice and details on how to look after your beautiful new
surface and a certificate explaining your 10 Year Guarantee. We also offer all our
customers an annual power clean at reduced rates so you can keep your new
surface looking as good as new year on year.
Call us on 0113 272 1030 / 0113 253 1944 to talk to one of our team of
experts, and arrange a free Quotation and Site Survey.
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“ Forget block paving, concrete or Tarmac this is the
future. Our drive now looks fantastic, so many people
walking by just stop and look and pass comment.
Andy, Hayden and their team have done a brilliant
job without cutting any corners, would highly
recommend them. ”
Kev & Jan Peters · Happy Customer
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“ Thanks for transforming our drive into something
to be very proud of. From our initial enquiry to
completion we could not be more satisfied.
Your team worked very well and appeared to enjoy
and take pride in what they were doing and your
design ideas worked well. ”
John & Sandra Gallivan · Happy Customer
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Different Types of Resin Surfacing
Resin Bonded - With this system the resin is spread over the
surface using a serrated squeegee and the stone is then scattered
over the top. The stone sets into the resin.
This system lends itself well to pedestrian areas that require lots
of grip – and is not really recommended for driveways or vehicle
areas. It can be used but we would only recommend using a super
strong bauxite stone, which is
limited to just a few colours.

Resin Bound - With this system the stone is mixed along with the
resin in a forced action mixer. This kind of mixing ensures 		
each and every stone is coated in the resin.
The resin bound aggregate [stone] is then hand troweled to a smooth
finish at the appropriate depth depending on the size of aggregate used
- usually a depth between 15mm and 24mm
All our resin bound systems are fully SUDs compliant and along with
a massive choice of colours and a 10 year guarantee it’s easy to see
why this is our most popular system.
Call us on 0113 272 1030 / 0113 253 1944 for more information.
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Why Choose Resin Bound
Smooth finish with no loose stones - Seamless finish ideal for any application eg.
paths, driveways, disabled access, pushchairs, children and bicycles.
Permeable surface - All our bound systems are fully permeable to air and
water. Ideal when laid over our permeable binder base coat system creating a
sustainable urban drainage system [SUDs]. This means a hard landscape can be
created without the need for planning permission.
Hard-wearing - Long lasting surface for pedestrian and vehicular areas.
Design choice & flexibility - Single or multiple colours can be used to create
borders, curves, patterns or numbers and shapes.
Unlimited colour range - For bespoke, innovative designs.
Low maintenance - Resin bound minimises puddles, ice and growth of mould and
weeds. All you need to do is jet wash/hose down and
sweep with a stiff brush. Alternatively, you can take advantage of our annual
Power Clean service.
10 Year Guarantee - All our installations come with a 10 year guarantee and cover
against: Loose stone, Cracking, UV degradation [UV stable resins], Frost damage,
Workmanship
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Visit our website at www.yorkshire-resin-company.co.uk for more details on resin bound and resin
bonded surfaces, or get in touch with our team of experts on info@yorkshire-resin-company.co.uk
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External Resin Finishes

Silver Red

Misty Grey

Silver

Black Cevise

Twilight

Green

Black

Autumn Pink

Midnight Beige

Danish

Beige Red

Red Danish

Autumn Gold

Rustic Gold

Brittney Red

Autumn Green

Red

Brittney Pea

Brittney Bronze

Cocoa

Emerald Green

Crimson Night

Ruby

Autumn Red

Sunburst

Many of these finishes are available to
view at our showroom situated at Unit
10, Howley Park Road East, Howley Park
Industrial Estate, Morley, Leeds, LS27 8TQ.
If you still can’t find the finish for you, why
Red River

Dorset Gold

not create your own. Enquire for details.
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Rubber Crumb Surfaces
Rubber crumb surfaces are ideal for schools and public places such as parks, play
areas and playgrounds. With it being a rubber based product, it minimises the risk
of injury to children who fall. Rubber crumb surfaces are a blended mix of rubber
granules, bound together with a polyurethane resin so we can achieve a smooth,
seamless and porous rubber crumb surface. Not only are rubber crumb surfaces
one of the safest surfaces available, but they are also durable, can be used in all
weathers, and are vandal resistant. With its durability and safety aspects it’s easy
to see why this surface is so popular.
Wide Choice of Colours - The rubber granules come in a wide variety of colours
meaning you can be very creative with your design – whether it be using different
patterns, splitting the area into different coloured sections, or even incorporating
wording of your choice.
Benefits of Rubber Crumb - Very safe; Can be used in all weather; fast draining,
Durable and therefore cost effective; Extremely resistant to cracking due to
changes in temperature; Wide range of colours available and Vandal Resistant.

Base Build Up Specifications

Rubber Surface course

Rubber Base course

Laid in well
compacted
layers to a
minimum
fall of 1%

Sub Base

Rubber Crumb - hand applied and troweled
to desired finish at a 20mm depth

Larger size crumb - depth depends on
Critical Fall Height requirements (CFH)

Well compacted layer built up with concrete,
tarmac etc

Geo-textile membrane

Sub Grade
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Soil or such like

The details given in this specification are intended only as a guide, actual details should be
determined by the project designers, taking into account the specific circumstances of the intended
application. We assume no responsibility for improper reliance upon or misuse of the data herein.
Product design and specification are subject to change without further notice.
Critical Fall Height

Fall Height
Surface Course
Base Course

0.6m

1.2m

1.3m

1.5m

2.0m

2.5m

3.0m

20mm

40mm

50mm

60mm

80mm

100mm

150mm

Specifying The Correct Surface and Thickness - Playground operators must choose a surface with
a Critical Fall Height rating that matches or exceeds the maximum possible ‘free height of fall’
from their play equipment. Separate Standard, EN 1177:2008, defines the Critical Fall Height tests.
An instrumented ‘headform’ representing a child’s head is dropped from various heights onto the
test specimen, and it’s deceleration monitored. The greatest height of fall that keeps maximum
deceleration below the permitted level gives the Critical Fall Height rating for the surface product.
If you require any alternative heights from the ones displayed below, please contact us. Under low
play equipment with free height falls of under 60mm, the surface is only required to have ‘some
impact-attenuating properties’. We recommend 20mm thickness in this case and for general runabout areas. The top of the impact-attenuating surface should be at the level of the base level mark
on the playground equipment.
Call us on 0113 272 1030 / 0113 253 1944 to talk to one of our team of experts, and arrange a free
Quotation and Site Survey.
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Visit our showroom to see more examples of our
quality resin surfaces, aswell as take a look at our
wide range of external resin finishes.

Unit 10, Howley Park Road, East Howley Park Industrial Estate, Morley, Leeds,
LS27 0SW United Kingdom
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POWER CLEAN UK AT YOUR SERVICE
When laying resin products over an existing tarmac or concrete
sub-base, preparation is key to a quality and long lasting finish
Here at the Yorkshire resin company we have our own professional
setup and team (Power Clean) who are dedicated to cleaning all
our installations. As well as cleaning the areas to be resined. Power
Clean pay attension to all work areas, even the street ensuring
everywhere is as clean usually cleaner than how we found it.

 0113 272 1030 / 0113 253 1944
 info@powercleanuk.com

GET A FREE QUOTE
FOR YOUR HOME
OR BUSINESS
CONTACT US TODAY.

This care and attention not only adds to a perfect installation
and great customer service it also helps keep the
neighbours happy. We also offer our Power Clean service
independently to customers new and old cleaning all types
of hard standings bringing them back to their former glory
All existing yrc customers can benefit from reduced Power
Clean rates to help keep there beautiful resin surfaces 		
looking tip top. For full details please check our website
www.powercleanuk.com
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ANY SURFACE, ANY BUDGET - WE CAN HELP
Power Clean offer a professional pressure washing and sealing service for block paving, tarmac,
concrete, pattern imprinted concrete, flagstones and natural stone all across the Yorkshire region.
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Get The Complete Look - Edgings
Here at The Yorkshire Resin Company we provide high quality resin driveways and surfaces, but to
achieve the complete style for your external surfaces we also provide and install some optional
finishing touches (walls, fencing, draining ducts, channels and soak aways) to maintain a certain style
and finish throughout your outdoor space. We can provide decorative stone to match your chosen
resin colour and give your surface a high quality finish that will really impress the neighbours.
For more details contact our team today on 0113 272 1030 / 0113 253 1944 or email your enquiry
to info@yorkshire-resin-company.co.uk and we will get back to you as soon as possible..
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For the latest offers, client testimonials and stunning resin transformations visit

www.yorkshire-resin-company.co.uk

Commercial Surfaces

Bespoke Surfaces

Innovative Design

Quality Driveways

The Yorkshire Resin Company and Power Clean UK are trading names of ‘The Yorkshire Resin Company Ltd’.
We are registered in England & Wales - Company Number 08372543. VAT Number - 156213625.
Registered office address - Unit 10, Howley Park Road East, Howley Park Industrial Estate,
Morley, Leeds, LS27 0SW

Call Today on 0113 272 1030 / 0113 253 1944 for Your Free Quotation & Site Survey.

